


Continence Management Support
Many people experience bladder control problems at some stage of their life. It can affect 
men, women and children of all ages.

There are various ways of managing this condition to enable you to live the life you love! 
We recommend you consult with your doctor, continence nurse/clinic or physiotherapist to 
understand options that may be helpful such as exercise, diet and fluid intake or perhaps 
even medication.

The most common type of leakage is called stress incontinence. This is the loss of small 
amounts of urine during physical movement such as coughing, sneezing, laughing or 
exercising. Sometimes after certain types of surgery this condition may be experienced.

Our innovative range of re-usable products will assist in managing all types of incontinence in 
a discreet, comfortable and cost-effective way.

The Conni Story
Conni has been Australia’s leading brand of re-usable incontinence management products for 
more than 15 years. Our team has a collective of 60 plus years experience in the design and 
manufacture of technical textiles and the supply and management of major brand products into 
the world market.

Incorporating Conni, Conni Kids, Conni Critters and Pick-Pocket: Galway Trading’s global 
distribution includes Europe, United States, Canada, New Zealand, Southeast Asia, Central 
America and Japan. Our products are used in commercial laundries, aged care facilities, 
hospitals, the hospitality industry and in the home.

The Conni range was developed in response to consumer demand and we proudly declare 
our products free of PVC, latex and formaldehyde. We are recommended by health care 
professionals and have been evaluated and selected for numerous Australian Government 
health contracts. This is a testament to our quality, innovation and service.
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Our Mission 
Conni is committed to value and reliability. We are sensitive about incontinence and promise to 
deliver innovative products to meet the changing needs of our valued customers. 

It is with integrity and pride that Conni continues to develop high quality products that are 
functional and cost effective. 

Protecting our Environment 
Our company maintains an ongoing commitment to produce environmentally sustainable 
products. Conni products are manufactured in modern efficient factories that adhere to the 
Sedex social compliance accreditation. We minimize unnecessary transport wherever possible 
and all of our packaging is either recyclable or re-usable. 

Safety in Textiles
Oeko-Tex certification indicates products which 
have been tested for harmful substances. If 
all components of a textile comply with the 
requirements of the Oeko-Tex criteria catalogue 
without exception, the textile manufacturer 
receives certification and is entitled to use the 
Oeko-Tex logo to identify products.

In order to ensure ongoing compliance with the test criteria, the authorised Oeko-Tex 
Institute carries out control tests every year. Therefore, the Oeko-Tex label is your best proof 
for the safety of textile products.
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Bed Pad with tuck-ins

Includes durable 60cm tuck-ins for a secure 
fit. The larger tuck-ins size will allow a secure 
fit on a king single hightop mattress.

Suitable for single and king single beds.

Capacity: 2.5 litres over 8 hours.

Product Colours Size Code                   
Bed Pad with tuck-ins Mauve 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CCD-100100-25-1

Bed Pad with tuck-ins Teal Blue 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CCD-100100-25-1TB

Bed Pad with tuck-ins White 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CCD-100100-25-1WH

X-wide with tuck-ins

Includes durable 60cm tuck-ins for a secure fit.

Suitable for double and queen beds.

Capacity: 2.5 litres over 8 hours.

Product Colours Size Code
X-wide Bed Pad with tuck-ins Mauve 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXW-153085-25-1

X-wide Bed Pad with tuck-ins Teal Blue 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXW-153085-25-1TB

X-wide Bed Pad with tuck-ins White 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXW-153085-25-1WH

Bed Pads
Conni absorbent and waterproof bed pads assist in the management of incontinence, 
bedwetting and excessive perspiration.

Rest well at night with the combined comfort and protection of a soft stay-dry top layer, slim 
absorbent core and waterproof breathable backing.

Bed Pad
Includes bound edges for durability.  
Suitable for all bed sizes.

Capacity: 2 litres over 8 hours.

Product Colours Size Code
Bed Pad Mauve 85cm x 95cm CCD-085095-25-1

Bed Pad Teal Blue 85cm x 95cm CCD-085095-25-1TB

Bed Pad White 85cm x 95cm CCD-085095-25-1WH

                       with tuck-ins

Includes durable 60cm tuck-ins for a secure 
fit. Suitable for 2 person use. The Micro Plush 
waterproof separation panel keeps fluids separate.

Suitable for double and queen beds.

Each sleep panel: 70 x 85cm

Capacity: 2 litres over 8 hours, per panel.

Product Colours Size Code
X-wide Dual Bed Pad with tuck-ins Mauve 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXWD-153085-25-1

X-wide Dual Bed Pad with tuck-ins Teal Blue 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXWD-153085-25-1TB

X-wide Dual Bed Pad with tuck-ins White 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXWD-153085-25-1WH



Bed Pad with tuck-ins

Includes durable 60cm tuck-ins for a secure 
fit. The larger tuck-ins size will allow a secure 
fit on a king single hightop mattress.

Suitable for single and king single beds.

Capacity: 2.5 litres over 8 hours.

Product Colours Size Code                   
Bed Pad with tuck-ins Mauve 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CCD-100100-25-1

Bed Pad with tuck-ins Teal Blue 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CCD-100100-25-1TB

Bed Pad with tuck-ins White 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CCD-100100-25-1WH

X-wide with tuck-ins

Includes durable 60cm tuck-ins for a secure fit.

Suitable for double and queen beds.

Capacity: 2.5 litres over 8 hours.

Product Colours Size Code
X-wide Bed Pad with tuck-ins Mauve 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXW-153085-25-1

X-wide Bed Pad with tuck-ins Teal Blue 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXW-153085-25-1TB

X-wide Bed Pad with tuck-ins White 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXW-153085-25-1WH

Conni bed pads are Oeko-Tex certified guaranteeing they are free from harmful chemicals and 
safe for you and your family.

Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and tumble dryer safe, Conni bed pads can 
be reused countless times. A cost-effective and environmentally sustainable alternative to 
disposable products.

Bed Pad
Includes bound edges for durability.  
Suitable for all bed sizes.

Capacity: 2 litres over 8 hours.

Product Colours Size Code
Bed Pad Mauve 85cm x 95cm CCD-085095-25-1

Bed Pad Teal Blue 85cm x 95cm CCD-085095-25-1TB

Bed Pad White 85cm x 95cm CCD-085095-25-1WH

                       with tuck-ins

Includes durable 60cm tuck-ins for a secure 
fit. Suitable for 2 person use. The Micro Plush 
waterproof separation panel keeps fluids separate.

Suitable for double and queen beds.

Each sleep panel: 70 x 85cm

Capacity: 2 litres over 8 hours, per panel.

Product Colours Size Code
X-wide Dual Bed Pad with tuck-ins Mauve 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXWD-153085-25-1

X-wide Dual Bed Pad with tuck-ins Teal Blue 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXWD-153085-25-1TB

X-wide Dual Bed Pad with tuck-ins White 153 x 85cm + tuck-ins CXWD-153085-25-1WH



Micro-Plush Fitted Sheet
Elasticised for a secure fit and with a 40cm 
wall to fit pillow-top mattresses, this comfy 
absorbent sheet is waterproof right down the 
sides for complete mattress protection.

Can be used with or without additional sheet.

* Please note this product has a slight 
absorbency.

Product Colour Size Code
Single White 92cm x 188cm MP-092188-00-1

King Single White 107cm x 203cm MP-107203-00-1

Double White 137cm x 188cm MP-137188-00-1

Double XL White 137cm x 203cm MP-137203-00-1

Queen White 153cm x 203cm MP-153203-00-1

King White 183cm x 203cm MP-183203-00-1

Sheets - Micro-Plush
Conni Micro-Plush is bed linen innovation designed to protect your mattress and pillow from 
fluids whilst still providing a feel of total luxury.

Waterproof and absorbent, Micro-Plush keeps your bedding hygienic and stain free. Soft and 
luxurious, breathable and quiet, Micro-Plush allows for a restful night’s sleep.

Conni Micro-Plush products are Oeko-Tex certified guaranteeing they are free from harmful 
chemicals and safe for you and your family.

Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and tumble dryer safe, Conni Micro-Plush 
products can be reused countless times.

Micro-Plush Pillow Cover
Absorbent and waterproof with a zip closure 
this pillow case offers complete pillow 
protection. Micro-Plush pillow covers have a 
side air vent for extra comfort.

Can be used with or without additional cover.

* Please note this product has a slight 
absorbency.

Product Colour Size Code
Pillow Protector White 45cm x 70cm PC-4570-1
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Micro-Plush Fitted Sheet
Elasticised for a secure fit and with a 40cm 
wall to fit pillow-top mattresses, this comfy 
absorbent sheet is waterproof right down the 
sides for complete mattress protection.

Can be used with or without additional sheet.

* Please note this product has a slight 
absorbency.

Product Colour Size Code
Single White 92cm x 188cm MP-092188-00-1

King Single White 107cm x 203cm MP-107203-00-1

Double White 137cm x 188cm MP-137188-00-1

Double XL White 137cm x 203cm MP-137203-00-1

Queen White 153cm x 203cm MP-153203-00-1

King White 183cm x 203cm MP-183203-00-1

Micro-Plush Pillow Cover
Absorbent and waterproof with a zip closure 
this pillow case offers complete pillow 
protection. Micro-Plush pillow covers have a 
side air vent for extra comfort.

Can be used with or without additional cover.

* Please note this product has a slight 
absorbency.

Product Colour Size Code
Pillow Protector White 45cm x 70cm PC-4570-1

Sheets - Protectors 
Conni waterproof protectors shield your mattresses and pillows from all fluids keeping them 
hygienic and stain free. The supple waterproof and breathable fabric is comfortable and quiet 
ensuring a restful nights sleep.

They are lightweight and easy to use. Innovative corner toggles eliminate stretching and 
pulling when making the bed, making it perfect for those with strength or dexterity issues.

Conni protectors are Oeko-Tex certified guaranteeing they are free from harmful chemicals 
and safe for you and your family.

Toggle Mattress Protector
Waterproof easy-fit mattress protector with a 
27cm wall. Available in 5 sizes, simply place 
the protector over your mattress and adjust 
the toggles on each corner for a secure fit.

*Please note this product is not absorbent.

Product Colour Size Code
Single Ecru 92cm x 188cm 88-092188-00-1

King Single Ecru 107cm x 203cm 88-107203-00-1

Double Ecru 137cm x 188cm 88-137188-00-1

Queen Ecru 153cm x 203cm 88-153203-00-1

King Ecru 183cm x 203cm 88-183203-00-1

Pillow Protector
Waterproof envelope design pillow protector.

*Please note this product is not absorbent

Product Colour Size Code
Pillow Protector Ecru 50cm x 75cm PC-5075-1

EASY FIT TOGGLE
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Floor Mat
Protects expensive surfaces from stains 
and odours. Washable and extremely 
quick drying. This product is best 
suited for floors with smooth surfaces. 
Some carpet materials may affect the 
performance of the anti slip backing.

Rinse well, lay flat or hang dry.

Product Colours Size Code
Floor Mat Grey 60cm x 90cm 99-060090-00-1

Draw Mac
*Please note this product is not absorbent

Product Colours Size Code
Draw Mac Ecru 85cm x 85cm CNI-WDM85-1

Floor Mat
The Conni Floor Mat has an absorbent top layer and waterproof anti-slip underside making it the 
perfect mat to assist in the prevention of falls or trips. Designed for keeping our frail and aged 
family members safer when in wet areas such as toilets, bathrooms, kitchens or wherever liquids 
may be present. This low profile mat is a necessity for keeping your home safe.

Draw Mac
Conni waterproof Draw Mac offers ‘specific area’ bedding protection keeping mattresses and 
linen hygienic and stain free. 

The waterproof area measures 85cm x 85cm and has 47cm tuck-ins for added security. The Conni 
Draw Mac can be used as an underlay or overlay and fits cots, single and king-single beds. 

Conni Draw Mac is Oeko-Tex certified guaranteeing they are free from harmful chemicals 
and safe for you and your family. Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and 
tumble dryer safe, Conni Draw Mac can be reused countless times. A cost effective and 
environmentally sustainable alternative to disposable products.

ANTI SLIP
BACKING



Small Chair Pad
With bound edges for extra durability. 

Capacity: 600mls

Product Colours Size Code
Small Chair Pad Tartan 48cm x 48cm CCD-048048-25-1P

Small Chair Pad Teal Blue 48cm x 48cm CCD-048048-25-1TB

Chair Pads
Conni absorbent and waterproof chair pads protect all seating in the home, in vehicles  
and for wheelchairs. The stay-dry top layer and slim absorbent core ensures comfort while the 
waterproof breathable backing protects all seats, keeping them hygienic and stain free.

Conni chair pads are Oeko-Tex certified guaranteeing they are free from harmful chemicals 
and safe for you and your family.

Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and tumble dryer safe. Conni chair pads can be 
reused countless times, preventing the need for expensive furniture cleaning. Conni Chair Pads 
are a cost effective and environmentally friendly alternative to disposables.

Floor Mat
Protects expensive surfaces from stains 
and odours. Washable and extremely 
quick drying. This product is best 
suited for floors with smooth surfaces. 
Some carpet materials may affect the 
performance of the anti slip backing.

Rinse well, lay flat or hang dry.

Product Colours Size Code
Floor Mat Grey 60cm x 90cm 99-060090-00-1

Draw Mac
*Please note this product is not absorbent

Product Colours Size Code
Draw Mac Ecru 85cm x 85cm CNI-WDM85-1

Large Chair Pad
With bound edges for extra durability. 

Capacity: 800mls

Product Colours Size Code
Large Chair Pad Tartan 51cm x 61cm CCD-051061-25-1P

Large Chair Pad Teal Blue 51cm x 61cm CCD-051061-25-1TB





Ladies Undergarment Insert Liners
An elastic clip-strap provides extra security and the liners are conveniently 
supplied in a twin pack with a discreet waterproof zip bag. Designed for 
light bladder leakage (LBL) and Oeko-Tex certified.

Product Size Code
Undergarment Liners 26cm Long CCD-WOMINS-1

Ladies Active
This hipster brief has a low-cut leg opening and a soft slim panty pad that is 
designed for light bladder leakage (LBL). Comfortable for every-day use, or 
while exercising, during light menstruation and post-natal recovery or rehab. 
See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Active Pink / Beige / Black 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 5603

Active Pink 22, 24, 26 5603

Ladies Classic
This comfortable and versatile full brief has a mid-cut leg opening with soft 
binding. Classic is waterproof and absorbent up to the waist front and back 
for extra security and protection. A comfortable undergarment suitable for 
light incontinence (LBL). See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Classic Pink / Beige / Black 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 5602

Ladies Chantilly
This pretty, full brief has stretch lace detail on the low cut leg opening. 
Chantilly is waterproof and absorbent up to the waist front and back for 
extra security and protection. A comfortable undergarment suitable for light 
incontinence (LBL). See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Chantilly Pink / Beige / Black 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 5601

Ladies Undergarments
Conni waterproof and absorbent re-usable womens undergarments and liners are designed to absorb and 
protect. Slim, fashionable and discreet, the built-in absorbent gusset with a breathable waterproof barrier 
makes our underwear suitable for light incontinence, providing confidence for every-day, sports or post-
surgery use. Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and tumble dryer safe, Conni undergarments 
and liners can be washed & reused countless times. A cost effective and environmentally sustainable 
alternative to disposable products. These soft, quiet undergarments and liners provide comfort and dignity.
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Mens Undergarments
Conni re-usable mens undergarments and liners are designed to absorb and protect. Slim, 
fashionable and discreet, the built-in absorbent gusset with a breathable waterproof barrier 
makes our underwear suitable for light incontinence, providing confidence for every-day, 
sports or post-surgery use. Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and tumble 
dryer safe, Conni undergarments can be reused countless times. A cost effective and 
environmentally sustainable alternative to disposable products. These soft, quiet undergarments 
and liners provide comfort and dignity.

Mens Oscar
This standard brief is suitable for light incontinence. Waterproof 
and absorbent up to the waist front and back for extra security 
and protection.

See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Oscar Black / Grey S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL 5702

Mens Undergarment Insert Liners
An elastic clip-strap provides extra security and the insert 
liners are conveniently supplied in a twin pack with a discreet 
waterproof zip bag. Suitable for light bladder and/or bowel 
leakage (LBL) and perspiration.

Product Size Code
Undergarment Liners 38cm Long CCD-MENINS-1

Mens Kalven
This boxer-style undergarment is suitable for light incontinence. 
Waterproof and absorbent up to the waist front and back for 
extra security and protection.

See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Kalven Black / Grey S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL 5701
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Mens Oscar
This standard brief is suitable for light incontinence. Waterproof 
and absorbent up to the waist front and back for extra security 
and protection.

See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Oscar Black / Grey S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL 5702

Mens Undergarment Insert Liners
An elastic clip-strap provides extra security and the insert 
liners are conveniently supplied in a twin pack with a discreet 
waterproof zip bag. Suitable for light bladder and/or bowel 
leakage (LBL) and perspiration.

Product Size Code
Undergarment Liners 38cm Long CCD-MENINS-1

Swim Shorts - Adults
Conni reusable swim shorts are designed to assist in the containment of involuntary leakage 
of the bladder and bowel during water activities. Flexible and comfortable with a built-in brief, 
there is an adjustable drawstring and toggle at the waist. The swim short also has a seal, 
drawstring and toggles at the leg for a secure fit.

Swim Shorts - Kids
Conni Kids re-usable swim shorts are designed to contain wees and poos, providing increased 
confidence compared with other swimwear options. Flexible and comfortable with a built-in 
brief, there is an adjustable drawstring and toggle at the waist. The swim short also has a seal, 
drawstring and toggles at the leg for a secure fit.

Swim Shorts - Adults
Conni re-usable swim shorts comply 
with pool requirements and provides 
confidence when swimming, attending 
hydrotherapy or at the beach.

See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Swim Shorts - Adults Geo / Aztec / Black XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL 6603

Swim Shorts - Kids
Conni re-usable swim shorts comply with 
pool requirements and ensures both child 
and parent enjoy stress-free time in and 
around the water. 

See back page for size guide. Please note 
infant sizes do not have leg toggles.

 

Product Colours Size Code
Swim Shorts - Infant Sunset  / Ocean 3-6 Months, 6-12 Months 6600

Swim Shorts - Kids Sunset  / Ocean 2-4, 4-6, 6-8, 8-10, 10-12, 12-14, 14-16 6604

 Sunset Pink Ocean Blue

 Geo Aztec Black
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Bed Pad
Includes bound edges for durability, suitable for 
all bed sizes. It is also great for baby’s nappy-
free time.

Capacity: 2 litres over 8 hours.

Print is subject to change without notice.

Includes complimentary toilet training kit.

Product Colour Size Code
Bed Pad Kids Print 85cm x 95cm CKCD-085095-25-1

Bed Pad with tuck-ins

Includes 60cm tuck-ins for a secure fit. Suitable 
for single and king single beds.

Capacity: 2.5 litres over 8 hours.

Print is subject to change without notice.

Includes complimentary toilet training kit.

Product Colour Size Code
Bed Pad with tuck-ins Kids Print 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CKCD-100100-25-1

Children’s Bed Pads
Conni Kids bed pads take the stress out of bed-wetting and toilet training, eliminating 
complete bed changes at night. Kids rest well with the combined comfort and protection of a 
soft stay-dry top layer, slim absorbent core and waterproof breathable backing.

Conni Bed Pads are Oeko-Tex certified guaranteeing they are free from harmful chemicals and 
safe for you and your family.

Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and tumble dryer safe, Conni Kids bed pads 
can be reused countless times. A cost-effective and environmentally sustainable alternative to 
disposable products.



Bed Pad
Includes bound edges for durability, suitable for 
all bed sizes. It is also great for baby’s nappy-
free time.

Capacity: 2 litres over 8 hours.

Print is subject to change without notice.

Includes complimentary toilet training kit.

Product Colour Size Code
Bed Pad Kids Print 85cm x 95cm CKCD-085095-25-1

Childrens Tackers
This standard unisex pull-up is suitable for light 
incontinence. Suitable for both boys and girls. 
Great for catching the little drips. Waterproof 
and absorbent up to the waist front and back 
for extra security and protection.

See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Tackers Navy Blue / Grey / Pink 2-4, 4-6, 6-8, 8-10, 10-12, 12-14, 14-16 5801

Bed Pad with tuck-ins

Includes 60cm tuck-ins for a secure fit. Suitable 
for single and king single beds.

Capacity: 2.5 litres over 8 hours.

Print is subject to change without notice.

Includes complimentary toilet training kit.

Product Colour Size Code
Bed Pad with tuck-ins Kids Print 1m x 1m + tuck-ins CKCD-100100-25-1

Children’s Undergarments 
Conni Kids re-usable children’s undergarments are designed to absorb and protect with our built-in 
absorbent gusset and breathable waterproof barrier. Slim and discreet they look and feel just like 
regular underwear. These undergarments are suitable for light incontinence, providing confidence 
for every-day and special needs. Light weight and easy to use, machine washable and tumble 
dryer safe, Conni undergarments can be washed and reused countless times. A cost effective and 
environmentally sustainable alternative to disposable products. These soft, quiet and comfortable 
undergarments provide confidence every day. See back page for size guide.

Note: Conni Kids underwear should not be used as a replacement for a nappy.

Toilet Training Kit
To assist with the toilet training process.  
Contains reward chart with stickers, 
achievement certificate, colouring-in sheet and 
information for parents and carers.

Product Code
Toilet Training Kit 7810

Childrens Tackers Sports
This unisex boxer-style undergarment is suitable 
for light incontinence. Great for catching the little 
drips. Suitable for both boys and girls.

Waterproof and absorbent up to the waist front 
and back for extra security and protection.

See back page for size guide.

Product Colours Size Code
Tackers Sports Navy Blue / Grey 2-4, 4-6, 6-8, 8-10, 10-12, 12-14, 14-16 5802
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1300 721 710
sales@conni.com.au

conni.com.au Womens Underwear Sizes

Size Waist Hips

10 71cm - 28” 98cm - 38”

12 76cm - 30” 103cm - 40”

14 81cm - 32” 108cm - 42”

16 86cm - 34” 113cm - 44”

18 91cm - 36” 118cm - 46”

20 96cm - 38” 123cm - 48”

22 101cm - 40” 128cm - 50”

24 106cm - 42” 133cm - 52”

26 111cm - 44” 138cm - 54”

Mens Underwear Sizes

Size Waist

S 81cm - 32”

M 85cm - 34”

L 90cm - 36”

XL 95cm - 38”

2XL 101cm - 40”

3XL 107cm - 42”

4XL 113cm - 44”

Adults Swim Shorts Sizes

Size Waist

XS 74cm - 29”

S 78cm - 30”

M 83cm - 32”

L 88cm - 34”

XL 93cm - 36”

2XL 98cm - 38”

3XL 106cm - 41”

4XL 112cm - 44”

5XL 118cm - 47”

Kids Sizes

Size Waist

6 - 12 Months* 48cm - 19”

12 - 24 Months* 51cm - 20”

2 - 4 54cm - 21”

4 - 6 56cm - 22”

6 - 8 58cm - 23”

8 - 10 62cm - 24”

10 - 12 66cm - 26”

12 - 14 68cm - 27”

14 - 16 71cm - 28”

Disclaimer: Product images and descriptions are subject to change without notice.

* Please note infant sizes do not have leg toggles

Notes:


